CATALYZING YOUR DIGITAL GROWTH
THROUGH DATA, ADVANCED ANALYTICS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

AI Consulting | Data-centric Solutions | Digital Skills
Data is the Language of Successful Businesses

Upskill and retool your workforce to make high-impact data-driven decision across the enterprise.

Join any of our open or bespoke trainings:

- Introduction to Data Analytics
- Artificial Intelligence-powered Excelling Modeling
- Data Visualization Masterclass
- Data Science Masterclass
- Introduction to Machine Learning
- Advanced Machine Learning
- Deep Learning Best practices
- Digital Business Model
Companies We Have Trained

- Shell
- FCMB
- Huawei
- IHS
- TIZETI
- PHILLIPS CONSULTING
- ARM LIFE
- Lafarge
- Kantar
- Millward Brown
- AXA MANSARD
Let us help you recruit high quality Data Scientists, AI Experts and Analytics Professionals

There are too many CVs and claims out there! We have developed a robust methodology.

We do data science everyday and know how best to filter who is who using our best-in-classs methodology.

DSN AI Talent Management Programme

Client Need Assessment
- 1 Month on the Job Support
- Quarterly Review
- Access to Learning

Client AI Maturity Assessment
- Client short/long term AI plans
- Why do you need AI talent?
- Compensation/ existing Infrastructure

Talent Onboarding Process
- Client’s tool Review
- Client plan/vision
- Readiness engagement with DSN mentor

Talent Readiness
- Project-based Evaluation
- Personality Audit
- Vision Alignment

Talent Identified in the DSN Ecosysten
- AI Profiling
- Experience
- Preliminary Interviews

Talent fit/audit & capacity verification
CROWDSOURCING SOLUTIONS

Do you want real-time insights across the country to support your market decisions 24/7?

- How was the quality of service delivery at all your branch offices vs competitors’ offices 12 hours ago across all the local governments in Nigeria?
- Can you predict food inflation and how it affects demand for your product and services across all the 774 local governments daily?
- Is your product being sold at the recommended price vs competition in all the local government in the country 24 hours ago?
- Is the billboard you paid for in Talata Marafa, Zamfara State actually on site 2 weeks after payment?

We help you get quality daily insights using local residents powered by on-device app built on geo-fenced, picture-verified and GPS-validated method...CROWDSOURCING...

DataCrowd
Need someone to help with your Data Science, Artificial Intelligence or Digital Transformation strategy?

We make sense of All Kinds of Data

We offer bespoke consulting support and data analytics on-demand services to exceed your growth ambitions...
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Why Us?

We are an award-winning community of world-class experts in Data Science and Artificial Intelligence with an inspiring in-house team and with additional access to the largest cluster of Nigerian and international AI talents.

We deliver world-class solutions and every profit we make is invested into training more AI talents free of charge, advance research practices and expand innovation frontier for social good, as platform to achieve our vision to raise 1 million AI talents in 10 years.
Our Team

Please contact any member of our team for more information about our services and programmes.

Michael
Strategic Growth Support
michael@datasciencenigeria.ai
+2348140055500

Lekan
Technical Delivery
Lekan@datasciencenigeria.ai
+2348140033300

Wuraola
Research and Development
Wuraola@datasciencenigeria.ai
+2348140011100

www.datasciencenigeria.org
4th Floor, 174B Murtala Mohammed Way, Yaba, Lagos.